Background
The revival of the fair dinkum aussie spirit is a return to good old fashioned values and genuine respect for
all people, places and things. People living in Australia are encouraged to follow the fair dinkum aussie
beliefs, values and guidelines to the best of their ability. It is hoped that this will lead all aussies to make
sound daily lifestyle choices and on the spot decisions that do not need the benefit of hind sight. The fair
dinkum aussie spirit encourages the holistic approach to life where physical, mental, social and moral
issues are given equal emphasis.
So by positive and extensive education programs commencing as early as preschool all fair dinkum
aussies will be proud to be recognised worldwide as having that unique ‘fair dinkum aussie spirit’.

Aussie Spirit Beliefs ..........warmly welcome all people irrespective of
. age or ability . male or female . rich or poor
. race or appearance . beliefs or birthplace
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Aussie Spirit Values ........to be recommended at all times
Respect & Responsibility.... Honest & Caring.... Friendly & Fair.

Aussie Spirit Guidelines .......to create fair dinkum lifelong habits
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FDA AMBASSADOR
FDA AMBASSADOR
Aim to keep Australia ...safe, clean and sustainable
Understand it's just as easy to do the right thing as opposed to the wrong thing.
Strive to be honest and fair and ...accept no anti social behaviour.
Stress the need to be independent ...and responsible for own welfare and decisions.
If a smoker ...aim to quit or reduce but ...absolutely no butts left on the ground.
Empathy for all people including ...family, friends and strangers.

Support where possible ...local business and service providers.
Prepared to be friendly ...and ...say G'Day.
Improve personal fitness by regular aerobic activity and sound dietary decisions.
Recognise that if you have a problem ...you need to seek help to solve it.
Impressive lifestyle in regard to ...drinking, driving and gambling responsibly.
Treat all people equally and respectfully... acknowledging Australia’s Aboriginal Heritage.

